
Did Russia make a mistake in invading Ukraine? 
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My analysis of Putin’s endgame is based on facts and nothing but facts. Hitler Putin 
will nuke Ukraine simply in revenge for Crimea. Trust me, I know Ruzzians — killing 
people is in their Ruzzian genes. They will say something like ‘we lost Crimea, but we 
killed many thousands of Ukrainians, so we’re even — not defeated’. The reader is 
invited to prove me wrong by outlining a scenario in which (i) Ruzzia could keep 
occupying Crimea by using exclusively the population there that supports Putin Ruzzia, 
and (ii) Ukrainians could somehow “forget” the war and turn into a spineless blob of 
people without any self-respect, dignity, and national identity. If the conditions (i) 
and (ii) are met, Hitler Putin wins and may not nuke Ukraine in 2023. But in a few 
years from now, Putin Z Generation will strike again. Recall the Munich Agreement 
from September 1938. We must save Europe from the fascist Putin Ruzzia. Ukraine is 
Europe and Europe is Ukraine. The war on Ukraine is the war on Europe. Time is 
running out! 
 
Yet the German politicians bluntly refused to help Ukraine with their Leopard 2 tanks, 
and added that the tanks may be ready “in 2024 at the earliest” (Reuters). Today 
Germany has roughly 350 Leopard 2 tanks, and the latest Leopard 2 A7+ “was 
developed and qualified for the new tasks of the German Bundeswehr” (KMW).  
 
But what are these “new tasks”? Does any politician believe that Ruzzian tanks can 
make it to Germany? The German Bundeswehr needs just a few Leopard 2 A7+ tanks to 
show them to journalists, all the rest should be delivered to Ukraine ASAP. 

By their deeds you will know them (Matthew 7:16). 

—— 

Putin Ruzzia never made a “mistake”. When a man points at the moon, don’t look at 
his finger. The war on Ukraine alone does not make any sense. It was just a prelude to 
a far more sinister plan: invade Ukraine within a week, decapitate its government, 
and weaponize the gas and food supply to control Europe and the whole world, with 
the generous help from Ruzzia’s ‘best friends’. It didn’t work out as Hitler Putin 
expected, so he will execute his Plan B: demolish Ukraine and damage irreversibly the 
whole Europe to crash the world order. Which will require using tactical nukes and 
kill millions of people. As an old Ruzzian saying goes, a human life is worth less than a 
half of a broken kopeika. Trust me, I know Ruzzians. Read Ian Garner’s Z Generation: 
Into the Heart of Russia’s Fascist Youth (Hurst Publishers, 4 May 2023). 
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Hitler Putin (or Putler, for short) warned us on 21 September 2022 that he was not 
bluffing when he said he’d be ready to use nuclear weapons to defend Russia, and 
reiterated on 17 November 2022 that Russia will defend its territory with all available 
means, including its nuclear weapons — if attacked. And since Putler considers Crimea 
an inherent part of Russia, the liberation of Crimea by Ukraine will be an “attack” on 
Ruzzia, and he will nuke the whole Ukraine. Which is why some analysts suggest that 
NATO should constrain their military assistance to Ukraine (e.g., B. Weichert, 30 
December 2022). As if NATO could “instruct” Ukrainians that they do not have the 
right to be free people, even after tens of thousands of them, women and children 
included, were brutally murdered by Ruzzian Orks. Only in Mariupol, roughly 75,000 
people may have been killed (Associated Press, 23 December 2022). 

Freedom can be won only with blood. Now Ukraine utterly needs protection and 
guaranties from NATO. If Hitler Putin and Himmler Lavrov did not want military 
confrontation, why did they kill tens of thousands of civilians, including women and 
children? Again, the war on Ukraine is not about Ukraine alone. The menace of Putin 
Z Generation must be eradicated like a cancer tumor, before Putin Ruzzia is ready to 
strike the whole world with the ultimate Satan II, in five years’ time. Or less. 

Let me use an analogy. Picture Hitler Putin sliding down on a bobsleigh track: 
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He can stop only at the finish line. There is no sense to appeal to his “rational 
thinking” and tell him that he must stop sliding toward the finish. He can’t do that 
and won’t listen. And the finish line is bombing Ukraine with tactical nukes to kill as 
many Ukrainians as possible. This will be the Ruzzian revenge for losing Crimea. Every 
“Русский человек” will be proud. 

Another analogy goes to NATO. Imagine you have cancer and urgently need a surgical 
operation to remove all cancer tumors. But your doctor says that he can remove only 
90% of the tumors, otherwise you may get “too strong” (B. Weichert). Likewise, NATO 
politicians sharply refused to remove all “cancer tumors”. Yes they can, but don’t 
want to. Why? 

US defense secretary Lloyd Austin refused to send ATACMS to Ukraine, because this 
“would dwindle America’s stockpiles and harm the U.S. military’s readiness for a 
future fight” (13 Feb 2023). But ATACMS are surface-to-surface missiles that can be 
used only in a ground war. Does any politician believe that Canada or Mexico, or 
maybe Cuba, might attack USA, so they need them “for a future fight”?  
 
NB: By refusing to send French Exocet and short-range missiles to Ukraine, NATO will 
only prolong the bobsleigh track, and many more people will lose their lives until 
Hitler Putin hits the finish line and nukes Ukraine. Because this whole war is not about 
Ukraine. 

Ukraine is just a tool for Putin’s dream to demolish the world order at any cost, and 
restore the “glory” of Ruzzia. This is how Putin Ruzzia will not be “defeated” but will 
get even by killing many thousands of civilians with tactical nukes. Last month, there 
was a sudden surge in Ruzzian navy ships and submarines, perhaps equipped with 
tactical nuclear weapons, in Black Sea (11 Jan 2023). As Dmitry Medvedev promised, 
“The whole of Ukraine remaining under Kyiv’s rule will burn”. And all “Русские люди” 
will be dead proud. 
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Note added on 30 January 2023, 22:34 GMT 
 
Here’s my personal, and probably biased, prediction on the war on Ukraine viz. the 
war on Europe. Putin Ruzzia will be expelled from the United Nations and branded 
‘terrorist nuclear state’, after killing tens of thousands of Ukrainians with tactical 
nukes. All countries, including China and India, will stop doing business with Ruzzia. 
The ruble will collapse, followed by severe riots. All people will realize that Vladimir 
Putin was actually their worst enemy. But it will be too late. 



How does the Ukrainian War end? 

https://qr.ae/pvJwm9 

Only by our Russia defeating Putin Ruzzia. When? Not before Hitler Putin, or for short 
Putler, loses an additional, and totally unacceptable to our Russia, number of troops 
during the forthcoming winter. Once cornered, Putler will face a tough choice: either 
use tactical nukes or retire for good. The first option will demolish both our Russia and 
Putin Ruzzia. The second alternative is not very likely, so perhaps one day he will brush 
his teeth with the right tooth paste. Any other suggestions, please? 
 

 

 
 

D. Chakalov 
14 October 2022 
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Note added on 19 December 2022 

Picture Hitler Putin sliding down on a bobsleigh track: 

 

Putin warned on 21 September 2022 that he 
was not bluffing when he said he’d be ready 
to use nuclear weapons to defend Russia, and 
reiterated on 17 November 2022 that Russia 
will defend its territory with all available 
means, including its nuclear weapons — if 
attacked. And since Putin considers Crimea 
an inherent part of Russia, the liberation of 
Crimea by Ukraine will be an “attack” on 
Russia, and he will nuke the whole Ukraine. 

 
He can stop only at the finish line. There is no sense to appeal to his “rational thinking” 
and tell him that he must stop sliding toward the finish. He can’t do that and won’t 
listen. And the finish line is bombing Ukraine with tactical nukes to kill as many 
Ukrainians as possible. This will be the Ruzzian revenge for losing Crimea, and every 
“Русский человек” will be proud. 

So, if we postpone sending short-range missiles with a range of 1,000 km to Ukraine, this 
will only prolong the bobsleigh track, and many more people will lose their life before 
Hitler Putin hits the finish line and nukes Ukraine. Why? Because this whole war is not 
about Ukraine. Ukraine is just a tool for Putin’s dream to demolish the world order at 
any cost, and restore the “glory” of Ruzzia. And all “Русские люди” will be dead proud.  
 
 
Note added on 29 October 2022 
 
Look at Putin’s hand at 437s from the timeline: 

 

Watch closely the preceding segment from the video above, 5:26 - 6:59: 
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Instead of invading Taiwan, China should wait for the right moment to invade Putin 
Ruzzia and take back their sacred land occupied by Russian Empire since 1860. At this 
moment, this will be impossible due to the “limitless friendship” announced in Beijing 
shortly before Hitler Putin invaded Ukraine.  
 
Ultimately, we may witness far greater conflict. I recall an old joke from 1980s about 
the news updated from Radio Yerevan in 2049: “Today there are conflicts at the 
Chinese-Polish border!” 

 
 
Did Russia make a mistake in invading Ukraine? 

https://qr.ae/pvQahe 

Putin Ruzzia never made a “mistake”. But how about Ukraine? Polish President Andrzej 
Duda said on 16 November 2022 that that the missile that exploded in Poland on 
November 15th was an S-300 rocket made in the Soviet Union, and the Ukrainian 
President Volodymyr Zelensky stressed that Ukraine “must have access” to the site, 
where two people died and four were injured. The Ukrainian S-300 “should have 
destroyed itself if it misses the target” (Denys Davydov).  

 

Perhaps we will learn the truth 20 years after Ukraine joins NATO and EU. Now the truth 
doesn’t matter. Or does it? 
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Can the European Union still do anything to save Ukraine? 
 
Dimi Chakalov, Founder of Spacetime Engineering 
Answered 25m ago 

Yes we can. We have to reach the threshold at which Hitler Putin will retire, 
irreversibly. The sooner the better. Here’s what I suggest. 

1. Remove Putin’s Russia from SWIFT and block Hitler Putin from the EU. 
No oil, no gas, no coal. Nothing. 

2. Pull out 90% from the staff of all EU embassies in Putin’s Russia. 
 

 
 

3. Tell the whole world that there are in fact two Russian countries: (i) Putin’s 
Russia, armed with hypersonic missiles and prepared to kill us before we could 
blink, and (ii) our Russia. The vast majority of Russians are real Christians who 
would never kill innocent people. They possess very rich cultural traditions, far 
greater than ours, and are genuinely good people. We can only benefit from 
having close relationship with our Russia. And we can learn a lot from our Russia. 

If we fail to understand the pathological ambition of Hitler Putin to “restore” the Soviet 
Union, we might think that he will only demolish Ukraine and stop there. Nope. Hitler 
Putin could not control Ukraine. The war on Ukraine is just a warm up. 

Hitler Putin wants to change the world order. Watch Willem Middelkoop and read The 
Big Reset.  

God bless our Ukraine and our Russia. 
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Which country will win this war, Ukraine or Russia? 
 
Dimi Chakalov, Founder of Spacetime Engineering 
Answered 4h ago 
 
No country can win any war. The doctrine of war is not applicable anymore. 
 
Every challenge offers an opportunity, wise men say. Besides, nothing in this world is 
absolutely bad. Can we use the opportunity with the war on Ukraine to prevent WW3? 
 
The Russian Zeitgeist — their intellectual, moral, and cultural climate — is a very 
powerful, robust, and self-perpetuating collective phenomenon, much like the Zeitgeist 
of Nazi Germany in 1930s. Now the war on Ukraine exposed the Zeitgeist of Putin Russia 
and their ultimate dream of restoring the “glory” of USSR. 
  

 
 
The predecessor of Hitler Putin had also overwhelming support in Nazi Germany. 
 
To understand Putin Russia headed by Hitler Putin, recall the 1932-33 Ukrainian famine 
(Голодомо́р) under Joseph Stalin. Millions of Ukrainians died for no reason whatsoever. 
Joseph Stalin simply wanted to punish Ukrainians for being Ukrainians. 
 
Now Hitler Putin is executing exactly the same genocide. The war on Ukraine has no 
sense whatsoever. Hitler Putin and his supporters (see above) are thirsty for blood and 
want to kill. Why? Because killing people is in their genes. Recall Stalin’s Gulag: the 
human life is worth less than half of a broken kopeika (Russian saying). This is the 
bedrock of their 2022 Zeitgeist.  
 
Thank God, there are millions of Russians who oppose the killing of women and children 
in Ukraine. This is our Russia. This is our hope to avoid WW3. Only our Russia can block 
Putin Russia from invading Poland to “save” their “brothers and sisters” in Kaliningrad. 
Hitler Putin will only have to stage a terrorist act there and blame it on “Polish Nazi”. 
Then many “experts” on Putin Russia will be again “surprised”, just as they did not 
expect the invasion of Ukraine. Don’t try to apply our rational thinking to Hitler Putin. 
 
We must offer all Russians a simple choice: either WW3, or a new world order with our 
Russia. How will they vote at the next 2024 Russian presidential election? 
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